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Conservation of Mass 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Miss Gallina, Environmental Chemistry, Period #, October 30, 2013 

  



Purpose and Hypothesis 

Objective  

Measure the masses of the Erlenmeyer flask with the stopper in grams before and after 

mixing copper sulfate solution and sodium hydroxide solution.  Write the appearance of 

the solutions. 

Purpose 

 The purpose of this lab is to see if mass is conserved in a chemical reaction. 

Hypothesis 

 If I mix copper sulfate and sodium hydroxide, then it will conserve mass in the 

chemical reaction. 

Procedures 

 Put on goggles and apron. 

 Put the test tube in the Erlenmeyer flask and put the rubber stopper on top of 

the Erlenmeyer flask and find the mass by measuring and in weighing in grams. 

 Using the graduated cylinder, measure 10 mL of copper sulfate solution.  Pour 

the solution into the Erlenmeyer flask. 

 Measure to the bottom of the white label with sodium hydroxide solution in the 

small test tube. 

 Carefully place the test tube with the sodium hydroxide into the flask contain=g 

the copper sulfate, being careful not to mix the two solutions.  Put the stopper in 

the flask. 

 Find the mass of the flask, test tube, rubber stopper, and the two solutions. 

 Slowly mix the solutions in the flask.  Be careful not to spill the solutions. 

 Find the mass of the flask, test tube, rubber stopper, and the products of the 

reaction. 

 Record your observations of the reactions in your data table. 

 



Observation and Data 

Mass of Flask, Test Tube, and 
Stopper (g) 

Appearance of Solutions 

Empty flask- 113.95g Copper sulfate- Clear 
Before mixing- 127.05g Sodium hydroxide- light blue 

After mixing- 126. 78g After reaction- Clumpy, blue 

 

Discussion and Analysis  

While doing this lab we noticed that after mixing the solutions together the mass 

was higher than it was before it was mixed together.  There were no deviations 

from the lab so everything went according to plan. 

1. Before the chemical reaction the two solutions were liquid, one was blue and 

the other one was clear.  But after the chemical reaction took place the liquids 

started to clump together and form a blue grainy texture, it is liken to sand 

when it becomes wet.   

2. After mixing the two solutions the mass of them was 126.78g and the mass of 

the empty flask was 113.95g, so the mass of the two solutions put together is 

than the empty flask. 

3. Yes, mass was conserved in this reaction. 

4. This reaction was a chemical change.  It is a chemical change because the 

chemical changed into another substance and changed the identity. 

Conclusion 

 The hypothesis was correct, if I mix copper sulfate and sodium hydroxide, then it 

will conserve mass in the chemical reaction.  After the chemical reaction there was mass 

that was conserved, it didn’t change into anything else. 

 


